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Windows Recovery Disk May Become 

Obsolete 

 
by John Lister on August, 1 2019 at 09:08AM EDT  

Microsoft may be ending the need to have a physical disk to reinstall Windows 10. A 'Cloud 

Download' option could save time and hassle. 

At the moment, the main way to reinstall Windows is to use a recovery disk (or a copy of the 

relevant files kept on a hard drive 



or USB device.) That's got a few limitations, most notably that not everyone who gets a recovery 

disk with a new computer will be able to find it. Other problems are that recovery disks don't 

always have the drivers necessary to make sure Windows 10 works smoothly with a specific PC 

, and that the disks don't usually work well for people on the Windows Insider test program. 

Cloud Download a New Option 

There's also the headache that once somebody reinstalls Windows from a recovery disk, they'll 

need to download all the security and feature updates Microsoft has released since the disk was 

made. That's more of an issue with Windows 10 where the update schedule is planned to run 

indefinitely. 

While Microsoft hasn't commented publicly on the changes, they've been spotted by an avid user 

of Windows Insider. The latest test updates include a new screen that will appear when 

somebody boots up the computer and selects the reinstall option. 

That will now ask "How would you like to reinstall Windows?" and offer two options, "Cloud 

download: Download Windows" and "Reset locally: Reinstall my existing Windows operating 

system." (Source: zdnet.com) 

Given the technicalities of this particular set of tests, the most likely point for this change to take 

effect is Windows 10 20H1: in other words, the first of the two major updates expected next 

year. (Source: pcmag.com) 

No Need To Burn Disc 

Windows users can already download the latest version of Windows 10 for recovery purposes, 

but that involves burning the files to a DVD to create a recover disk. This new option looks like 

it would be a one-click affair to download and reinstall Windows. 

There would still be some limitations, most notably that the method would only work if the 

computer isn't so screwed up that it can't get an Internet connection. 

What's Your Opinion? 

Do you keep a Windows recovery disk to hand? Have you ever had to completely reinstall 

Windows? What would be the easiest way for you to do so? 

 

 

NASA has Made Their Entire Media Library Free to the Public  

https://www.zdnet.com/article/windows-10-recovery-microsoft-borrows-apples-mac-cloud-reinstall-feature/
https://www.pcmag.com/news/369826/microsoft-working-on-windows-10-cloud-download-recovery
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/gizmosbest/~3/d1BeUHEusx4/nasa-made-their-entire-media-library-free-public.htm?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email


Posted: 30 Jul 2019 04:42 AM PDT 

 

 

 

NASA has put their entire collection of images, sounds, and videos of galaxies, planets and 

space missions online, publicly accessible and copyright free for anyone to view or use. 

 

NASA has over 140,000 images, sounds, and video in their media library, now available for 

viewing or download, copyright free. You can choose to see images, videos and audio (or all 

three) when browsing the gallery, narrow a search by year, and sort by newest uploads or 

most popular. 

 

In addition to the database of amazing space images there are other interesting items like 

missions, launches, events, astronauts, the International Space Station, SpaceX launches, 

and a few brief videos narrated by William Shatner that Star Trek fans might like. 

 

Most search results have a useful pop up description so you can see at a glance what the 

item is all about. 

Images have EXIF data - if you like photography or are curious about the details of an image 

that's a good feature.  

 

Read More 
 

 

 

Now something for the ANDROID users to watch for! 

https://www.techsupportalert.com/content/nasa-made-their-entire-media-library-free-public.htm


Two-thirds of Android 

antivirus apps are worthless or 

worse 
Viral marketing 

 
Pro tip: Don't press "open"  

  

By Alan Martin @alan_p_martin  

In “the inquirer.com”. 

THE VAST MAJORITY of Android antivirus apps do absolutely nothing other than make ad 

revenue for their creators, a study of 250 products by AV-Comparatives has found. 

Yes, you may as well change your wallpaper to say "no viruses allowed:" it'd be just as effective 

as the 170 antivirus products that detected fewer than 30 per cent of the 2000 malicious apps 

installed for testing purposes. 

Some merely let malicious apps run riot while another subset is okay at spotting threats, but 

creates more by design. 

https://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/6082/alan-martin
https://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/6082/alan-martin
https://public.eagleapi.io/magpie/time-inc/trusted-reviews/AUTO/link?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.av-comparatives.org%2Ftests%2Fandroid-test-2019-250-apps%2F&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.trustedreviews.com%2Fnews%2Fandroid-antivirus-apps-worthless-3679354&vars%5bipcTags.contentId%5d=3679354&vars%5bmagpie_data.ga_id%5d=2112085086.1542536898


Another subset have an approach to security which is just blocking everything that isn't a well-

known app - and in some cases that involved blocking themselves. Though even if this approach 

is theoretically okay, they weren't very thorough: they simply looked for package names such as 

com.facebook or com.adobe, and let them through. Suffice it to say, malicious app makers are 

not above just renaming their products to beat the filter. 

It's worth highlighting that 23 of the apps in the test spotted everything the researchers threw at 

them. These included well established names from the PC security field such as Avast, AVG, 

Bitdefender, ESET, Kaspersky, McAfee. Sophos, Symantec and Trend Micro along with other, 

lesser known good eggs. You can see the full list on AV-Comparatives' site.   

But why do so many worthless antivirus apps exist? The company thinks it's either for the ad 

money or to "have an Android protection app in their portfolio for publicity reasons." So if your 

AV provider also makes a camera app, a Candy Crush clone and an emoji pack, it's probably 

worth asking when they have time to research malware. 

The most worrying thing about this is how little difference there is between a good app and a bad 

app to the untrained eye. "Using user ratings is clearly not effective, as the vast majority of users 

will give their rating based solely on the user experience, without having any idea as to whether 

the app offers effective protection," AV Comparatives writes. "Most of the 250 apps we looked 

at had a review score of 4 or higher on the Google Play Store." 

In short, when it comes to picking an antivirus solution, maybe don't just take the word of 

funguy2973's glowing one-line review. Get some expert opinion instead.  

 

 

 

Download Music From Soundcloud for Free  

Posted: 26 Jul 2019 01:24 AM PDT 

 

 

 

Free SoundCloud Downloader is a small, free Windows program to download music, 

podcasts, tracks and songs from SoundCloud. 

 

https://www.av-comparatives.org/tests/android-test-2019-250-apps/
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/gizmosbest/~3/I9WkfZvn5OU/download-music-soundcloud-free.htm?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email


SoundCloud is a great platform for sharing music, podcasts, songs, sound effects and more. 

It doesn't have a download feature, so if you want to grab something to listen to later you 

need a way to download tracks. 

 

Free SoundCloud Downloader will download tracks, songs, and music from SoundCloud in 

high quality MP3 format (up to 320 kbps), either individually or multiple tracks at a time.  

 
It has a super simple interface and download speeds are fast. Paste the link to the track from 
SoundCloud into the application and the download starts automatically. The only option 
(other than pause and resume download) the program offers is the ability to choose where 
tracks are downloaded. The default is the Downloads folder. Pressing the green button will 
launch the track in your default media player. 
 
There are browser extensions that will add a download feature to SoundCloud, the ones I've 
tried I haven't been that impressed with. If you want a program with more options that will 
download music videos or tracks from SoundCloud, YouTube, Vimeo, Daily Motion, Vevo 
etc. that is cross platform (macOS, Linux, Windows) then have a look at Media Human. 
 
FreeSoundCloud Downloader runs on Windows 7/8/10 (32-Bit/64-Bit). VirusTotal has one 
return on the file - it's likely a false positive and WOT rates the site as safe. The program has 
been tested on other sites and on system security software with no returns. I've been 
running it on Windows 8.1 and 10 with no issues. 
 
If you want to download tracks from SoundCloud using a small program that's fast, easy to 
use and that doesn't need configuration, give Free SoundCloud Downloader a try.  Read 
More 
 

 

 

iPhone/iPad Users: Update Immediately 

 
by John Lister on July, 31 2019 at 12:07PM EDT  

Google says it has found half a dozen major security flaws in Apple's iPhone messaging system. 

A new iOS update fixes five of the problems, but Google says one remains unpatched. 

The flaws were discovered by Google's Project Zero, a department that takes its name from the 

idea of "zero day" bugs. That's where would-be hackers become aware of a security issue before 

https://www.techsupportalert.com/content/download-music-soundcloud-free.htm
https://www.techsupportalert.com/content/download-music-soundcloud-free.htm
https://www.infopackets.com/news/5031/zero-day-attack


the relevant software developers are able to patch the bug. The zero day bugs are then exploited 

which often results in elevated privileged access levels given to a rogue program. 

The problems are with iMessage, the instant messaging service available to iPhone and iPad 

users that lets them message other Apple users without any charges or using up SMS allowances. 

It's also possible to run iMessage on Mac computers, though portable devices are the biggest 

problem in this case. 

Device Files Could Be Copied 

Of the five flaws Google detailed, two stood out. One would allow a rogue message to access 

parts of the device's memory that should be off-limits. That in turn could allow an attacker to 

remotely copy files from the device without having to trick the user into clicking on a link or 

opening an attachment. 

Another flaw would let the hacker remotely crash the device. The crash would be so severe that a 

reset wouldn't get it working again. Instead, the user would need to reboot into the recovery 

mode option and then restore the device, losing all data stored on it. (Source: sky.com) 

One Bug Still Unpatched 

Five of the bugs are fixed in iOS 12.4, released last week. Any iPhone or iPad users who haven't 

installed that update need to do so immediately. While Google hasn't gone into full technical 

detail, it's given enough information to attract the attention of hackers who will be targeting 
unpatched devices. (Source: bbc.co.uk) 

A sixth bug was reported to Apple as well. Google says Apple included a patch for this bug in 

the update but it hasn't worked. Because of this, it plans to keep all information about this bug 

secret until Apple fixes it successfully, or 90 days after it originally told Apple about the 

problem, whichever comes first. 

What's Your Opinion? 

If you use Apple devices, do you keep them up to date at all times? How can security experts 

balance making people aware of the need to apply patches and tipping off potential hackers 

about bugs? Should tech 

 

 

GETTING OLDER 

  

  

https://news.sky.com/story/google-reveals-devastating-iphone-vulnerabilities-but-hides-one-which-the-company-hasnt-fixed-11773442
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-49165946


 A distraught senior citizen 

  

phoned her doctor's office. 

  

"Is it true," she wanted to know, 

  

"that the medication 

  

you prescribed has to be taken 

  

for the rest of my life?" 

  

"'Yes, I'm afraid so,"' the doctor told her. 

  

There was a moment of silence 

  

before the senior lady replied, 

  

"I'm wondering, then, 

  

just how serious is my condition 

  

because this prescription is marked 

  

'NO REFILLS'." 

 


